Measurements were made of the absorption of the infrared-active local mode of H− and D− substitutional impurities in CsBr and CsI from 5 to about 100 K. In CsBr, the T2 dependence of the half-width above about 30 K indicates the local mode is broadened by the Raman or scattering mechanism, while the constant lowtemperature half-widths are characteristic of the decay of the local mode into three (D−) or four (H−) lattice phonons. The sidebands are weak, and are described well by the model of Bilz, Fritz, and Strauch, in which the polarizability of the impurity is important. The resultant lattice density of states for CsBr is in good agreement with that calculated by Karo and Hardy using a model with the deformation dipoles on anions only. The main absorption peak in CsI was not Lorentzian, but no origin for the unresolved structure was found. The phonon density of states deduced from the sidebands in CsI agrees reasonably well with Karo and Hardy's calculated curve. We need only the third-, fourth-, and fifth-order terms. Using creation and annihilation operators for the ith normal mode, we have Ho= 2Z K&((b(b(+b, b() and H' = -, Q Q Q C, 'q&&, (b, + b Two variations of the latter were used, one in which the deformation dipole moment was localized on the cation, the DD(+) model, and one with it on the anion, the DD(-) model. Our sideband data for CsBr were compared with all four of the calculated phonon density of states curves. Agreement with all but the DD(-) model was fairly poor, while the agreement with the DD(-) results was excellent. We henceforth refer to the results of the DD(-) model calculations as the calculated results. Figure 7 shows Karo and Hardy's calculated density of states with the most significant permitted phonons labeled. It can be seen that, while selection rules will modify the one-phonon density of states, none of the structure is removed, and the general shape is preserved. The agreement is remarkably good. The proper weighting factor at low frequency is &u, ', not (&ut) . This will have the effect of moving the lowest measured peak to lower frequency, improving agreement with the calculated curve. The fact that it is still at too high a frequency may be an indication that there is some perturbation of the lattice phonons.
INTRODUCTION
A U center is a hydrogen or deuterium negative ion at a normal cation site in an alkali or alkalineearth halide. The very light mass of this ion results in a threefold degenerate vibrational mode which cannot propagate through the lattice, a mode which is confined to the immediate vicinity of the defect. The excitation of this localized mode gives rise to a narrow temperature-dependent infrared absorption peak. ' In addition, the defect destroys the translational invariance of the crystal, removing the wave-vector selection rule for optical processes. The result is the occurrence of sidebands on the main local-mode absorption peak, corresponding to the excitation of the local mode plus the creation or absorption of a lattice phonon.
Measurements of the peak position of the localmode absorption and its dependence on the mass of the defect (isotope effect) give information on the force-constant changes which occur when the defect is introduced. Measurements of the half-width of the local-mode peak as a function of temperature, and its isotope effect, yield information on the anharmonic coupling of the local mode to the lattice, and on the decay mechanism of the excited local mode. The observed sidebands can be compared with the density of states for the phonons in the perfect crystal or, if necessary, in the crystal with defects. The temperature dependence of the peak position can be observed, but its interpretation is not clear.
Studies of the V center local mode have been carried out for most alkali halides of the NaCl structure, ' ' and a very complete study6 was made for alkaline-earth fluorides. Very little work has been reported for U centers in the CsCl lattice, the only work ' being at temperatures above 20 K.
The isotope effect was not studied completely, nor was the low-temperature limit of the widthof the main peak. Sidebands were found on the CsCl and CsBr local-mode peak, ' but not CsI, and the resolution was limited. The sidebands are important because the phonon spectrum for the cesium halides has never been measured by inelastic neutron scattering. Our We need only the third-, fourth-, and fifth-order terms. Using creation and annihilation operators for the ith normal mode, we have Ho= 2Z K&((b(b(+b, b() and H' = -, Q Q Q C, 'q&&, (b, + b The significant modes which may not appear in the sidebands are all phonons at M, the acoustic phonons at X, and the optic branch at R.
Karo and Hardy ' have calculated the phonon spectra and density of states for CsCl, CsBr, and CsI using three force-constant models: rigid ions, "polarization dipole, " and "deformation dipole. "
Two variations of the latter were used, one in which the deformation dipole moment was localized on the cation, the DD(+) model, and one with it on the anion, the DD(-) model. Our sideband data for CsBr were compared with all four of the calculated phonon density of states curves. Agreement with all but the DD(-) model was fairly poor, while the agreement with the DD(-) results was excellent. We henceforth refer to the results of the DD(-) model calculations as the calculated results. Figure 7 shows Karo and Hardy's calculated density of states with the most significant permitted phonons labeled. It can be seen that, while selection rules will modify the one-phonon density of states, none of the structure is removed, and the general shape is preserved. The agreement is remarkably good. The proper weighting factor at low frequency is &u, ', not (&ut) . This will have the effect of moving the lowest measured peak to lower frequency, improving agreement with the calculated curve. The fact that it is still at too high a frequency may be an indication that there is some perturbation of the lattice phonons.
The CsI U center has some features which are not as readily explained. Figures 8 and 9 The only published data on CsI U centers' are for higher temperatures, but they also show the asymmetry.
The temperature dependence of the half-width is given in Fig. 10 
